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American University Club of China is composed of nearly three hundred graduates and former students of American universities who are now living in China. The membership is almost exclusively composed of Americans. The Chinese students are conducting in the Republic of China.

The club was organized in 1913 and the membership has grown since. The purpose of the club is to stimulate a closer feeling of fellowship on the part of American college men who are living in China, and also stimulate a greater interest in American and Chinese literature, and also stimulate a greater understanding between these two nations.

American University Club of China has 330 members.
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INTER-FRATERNITY CONFERENCE

At the last meeting of the Inter-Fraternity Conference, the awarding of the scholarship trophy was announced. The scholarship trophy is a large, flat, silver disk with the name of the winner inscribed on it.

The trophy is a large, flat, silver disk with the name of the winner inscribed on it.

CHAMPIONSHIP MEET

On Friday afternoon at 4:00 o'clock, the consecutive Individual Championship and Trophy Meet will be held at the Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy, N. Y. It is an invitation-only event, with only the top athletes from each college in attendance. The meet is open to all Techmen and Techwomen who have participated in at least one varsity sport during the current season.

There are no entry fees for Techmen or Techwomen who participate in the meet, and all expenses associated with travel and accommodation will be covered by the Techmen's Union. The meet is a great opportunity for Techmen and Techwomen to showcase their skills and compete against the top athletes from other colleges.